Aging of the aerosols emitted from biomass burnings in Northern Australia
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Biomass burning (BB) has been estimated as one of the
largest contributors to carbonaceous species, organic
carbon (OC) and black carbon (BC). Moreover, some
studies have shown a close relation between BB
emissions and secondary organic aerosol (SOA)
formation[1]. Consequently, BB aerosol has a significant
influence on human health and environment quality.
Continuous aerosol sampling within the Savannah
Early Dry Season Fire Experiment (SEDS-FE) was
conducted at the Gunn Point Research Station, Northern
Territory in June, 2014. Fires during the dry season in
this region are common and a number of bushfire events
were taking place with most of them close to the
measurement site. The campaign was organized and
guided in collaboration with the seven research
institutes. The aim of the SELDS-FE was to investigate
the aging of aerosols associated with smoke plumes from
biomass burnings.
An Aerodyne compact Time of Flight Aerosol
Mass Spectrometer (cToF-AMS) was deployed to
characterise chemical composition of submicron aerosol
particles. Parameter f44, a signature of oxygenated
aerosol fraction measured by the cToF-AMS, was used
to estimate the aerosol aging degree. Further analysis of
the organic aerosol (OA) measured by the cToF-AMS
was performed applying Positive Matrix Factorization
(PMF) model. Bactrajectories generated by HYbrid
Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory
(HYSPLIT) model in combination with BB locations
given by Sentinel Hotspots will be applied in order to
associate biomass burning events with OA detected by
the AMS and in that way to get an insight into aging
pattern of BB emissions.
The AMS loadings were highly dominated by
organics, reaching 91% of the overall aerosol mass. The
parameter f60 was above background level for most of
the time (Fig 1). Elevated f60 values in combination with
low f44 values (<0.1) (Fig 1) indicate that a large portion
of the fresh BB aerosol was detected. Nonetheless, the
aging of the aerosol was observed, as indicated by high
f44 values (up to 0.21). It can also be noted form Fig 1
that in case of aged aerosols (elevated f44) f60 stayed
above the background value.
Considering preliminarily results on organic
source apportionment three-factor PMF solution
including low-volatility oxygenated OA (LV-OOA),
semi-volatile oxygenated OA and biomass burning OA

(BBOA) has been suggested (Figure 2). 31% of OA was
attributed to BB sources, which indicates their important
contribution during Australian savannah dry season. LVOOA comprised the highest percentage of OA mass
(43%) which suggests high contributions of SOA and
importance of aging processes for this area during dry
(“biomass burning”) season.

Figure 1. Dependence of f44 vs. f60 (black line indicates
background level) 	
  

Figure 2. Three-factor PMF factor solution: BBOA,
OOA and SV-OOA and their mass contributions
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